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Purpose of Guide
The ASAP Quick Start Guide is intended to provide a practical guide for ASAPs for the new SCO
Standardized Billing process. In addition to a step by step review, the guide will discuss examine other
scenarios that an ASAP user may encounter, and information on other available support resources. This
guide is not the definitive guide on SAMS claims. That topic is covered in great detail in the Mediware
SAMS Claims User Guide, available on the Mediware Portal page.
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Project Overview
SCO Standardized Billing replaces a manual invoicing process used by ASAPs and SCOs, involving the
merging of multiple local data sources and emailing of spreadsheets. This requires ASAPs to manage
potentially 6 different methods of compiling spreadsheets, depending on the SCO. It also means the
SCOs must provide guidelines and training for ASAPs regarding their requirements, and handle
inconsistent formats. Using SAMS as the source for ASAP invoices for all SCOs will result in less resources
used by ASAP and SCO partners on manual billing tasks.
Currently ASAPs in Massachusetts do business with 6 SCOs (although not all ASAPs maintain a contract
with every SCO):







Boston Medical Center
Commonwealth Care Alliance
Fallon Community Health
Senior Whole Health
Tufts Medical Center
United Health Care

Currently (September 2017), the ASAP network invoices nearly $12M per month using emailed
spreadsheets to their SCO partners. This project to standardize billing will result in greater efficiencies,
especially as the SCO program grows in size.

Preparation
It is assumed that before attempting to submit their first claim, ASAPs have completed the steps
outlined in the ASAP Preparation Guide, available on the project blog, http://sco-standardizedbilling.800ageinfo.com/. This includes the following:
I. Online Registration Tasks
a. Enroll to receive 835s (Electronic Remittance Advice) from SCOs as required – not all SCOs
require this step
b. Register for an account with the claims clearinghouse Office Ally
II. IT Related Tasks
a. Download FileZilla (free SFTP application)
b. Set up outgoing and incoming folder structure on your network
c. Download ZIP file application, if necessary
d. Submit request to add Claims role in SAMS
III. Program & Internal Process Tasks
a. Add services to your ASAP provider contract if necessary
b. Establish process to post deliveries for new services to SAMS
c. Establish process & responsible parties for creating and transmitting claims, and retrieving
response files
[From the ASAP Prep Guide]
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Process Overview
Here’s a simple diagram of the process, followed by a narrative description. We will then review each
step in more detail.
Office Ally
Clearinghouse
837 generated in SAMS
SAMS

SCO
Response files from the SCO

An ASAP ensures that service deliveries have been posted for the billing month in SAMS. The ASAP
creates and validates a claim batch in SAMS and downloads the corresponding 837 file to their local
network. The ASAP opens their FileZilla application, and logs onto the Office Ally claims clearinghouse
server. The ASAP then drags the 837 file to the appropriate SCO folder in the Office Ally server Office
Ally directs 837 to the appropriate SCO. Submission complete.
Soon after, the ASAP again opens FileZilla and checks for files in the Office Ally server outgoing folder,
which we will refer to as ‘response files.’ ASAP drags response files to their network folders, unzipping
items if necessary.
ASAP uploads the response files to SAMS, and views results using claims tools, and or SAMS reports.
ASAP views reasons for denied claims, corrects data and resubmits claims if necessary.

Preparing and Submitting Claim Files
SAMS Data
In order to submit a valid claim for payment by a SCO, the service deliveries must first be present and
accurate in SAMS. So, before a claim batch is created in SAMS, ensure that deliveries have been posted
for the time period you are billing for as completely as possible. You will have an opportunity to bill for
deliveries that were entered late into SAMS, up to a certain point – the timeframe dictated by your
individual agreement with the SCO you are submitting to.
Behind the scenes in SAMS, a number of data fields are also essential to the claims process, including
the service codes (‘HCPCs’) and provider identifiers. This data is managed by the project support team at
EOEA.
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Creating and Saving a Claim Batch
These steps are presented in greater detail in the Mediware SAMS Claims User Guide, available on the
Mediware portal page.
1. Select Claim Batches from the Claims section menu:

2. Click Add New

3. From the Claim Batch Config dropdown, select the appropriate SCO, and enter a sensible Claim
Batch Name and Description.

4. Enter the appropriate SCO Care Program, and the date range for the billing month in the Service
Start Date and Service End Date fields. Then click Run Wizard.
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Review the results showing the service deliveries meeting the criteria you entered above.
5. Next check the boxes next to all the service deliveries you would like to include in the 837 (or
check Select All) and click Run Validation Rules. SAMS will perform a basic format and content
check to make sure they meet SAMS requirements for inclusion on an 837.

The next screen will indicate if the individual claims passed or failed validation. If a fail is indicated, view
the reason for the failure by opening the item. You are able to link from the open item to the relevant
service delivery to correct the error(s). Then simply click Run Validation Rules again.
6. Once all the claims have passed SAMS validation, Click Generate Claim Batch.

It takes a moment for the batch to generate and appear at the top of the batch listing. You may need to
refresh to see it appear.
7. Open the batch from the batch listing by double clicking, or clicking on the folder icon.

8. On the Claim Batch Information screen, click Save 837 Locally.
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9. Save the file to the appropriate folder on your network. You should have a folder structure
prepared, as indicated in the ASAP Prep Guide. In this set up, the file is being saved to the
Outgoing 837 folder.

Submitting a Claim File Using FileZilla
10. Open FileZilla. The staff submitting 837 files will need access to the network location of the
saved 837 file.
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11. Connect to the Office Ally server by entering host (ftp.officeally.com), the SFTP user and
password information you were emailed by Office Ally when you registered.
Use Quickconnect at the top of the screen (or better yet, you can save time the next time you
open the application by saving your Office Ally connection in FileZilla - File/File Manager/New
Site.)
Note that your network folders occupy the left side of the screen and the Office Ally server
folders are on the right. The first time you submit an 837 with FileZilla, you will need to navigate
to your 837 Outgoing folder location so it appears on the left. Click the folder, and the contents
appear in the lower section under Filename- in this case the 837 file that you created and saved
earlier.

12. Submit the 837 by dragging the file under Filename to the Inbound folder in the Office Ally
server area on the right.

Click & drag

For a short time the 837 file will be visible in the Office Ally Inbound folder, until it is recognized
and picked up for continued processing by Office Ally.
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Handling Office Ally and SCO Response Files
ASAPs must establish a practice of regularly checking the Office Ally outbound folder for Office Ally and
SCO response files. This is the location you will find 999s, 277s, and 835s from Office Ally, and from the
SCOs. (Basic definitions of these file types can be found in Appendix A.) These files in turn need to be
uploaded into SAMS to ensure that the SAMS claims data is appropriately updated.
13. Open FileZilla and login to the Office Ally server.

14. On the Office Ally side of the screen, click on the Outbound folder to reveal its contents in the
area below. In this example a 999 response file is displayed. The same process will be followed
(with some exceptions) with other response files that appear in the Office Ally Outbound folder.
999s are typically the first response files you will see to a submitted 837.

15. Move the response file over to your 999 Incoming folder by clicking and dragging it from right to
left.
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Click & drag

You are now ready to upload the 999 response file into SAMS, which is detailed in a following
section of this manual. We will now look at the various types of response files you will
encounter when viewing the contents of the Office Ally Outbound folder.

Notes on Types of Response Files
The example above shows the process for moving a 999 response file from the Office Ally server to your
network folders. The 999 file type is clearly identified.
Other types of responses, however, may require you to ‘unzip’ folders in order to continue working with
them. You cannot successfully upload a zipped folder into SAMs.
Working with ‘Zipped’ Folders and Report Files

Here’s an example of a zipped file, in this case a 277, visible in the Office Ally Outbound folder, along
with an accompanying Report File, also called an ‘FS’ (File Summary) file. Report Files are legible text
files that accompany the files you will be uploading to SAMS, since the uploadable files themselves are
in technical claims-specific language. You can tell that a Report File relates to a particular item because it
has the same identification number in the file name.
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To work with a zipped file, you will need to first move it over to your network folders, and then unzip it
using an application you have installed on your computer. The instructional example below is one
method, although preferences may vary.
1. Create a ‘To Unzip’ folder in your SCO Billing folder structure.

2. Move the zipped folder into the ‘To Unzip’ folder by clicking and dragging it in FileZilla from right
to left. Also drag the Report File over to your Report File folder.

3. Navigate to and open your ‘To Unzip’ folder, using your typical network folder navigation.
Unzipping folders can be done in the FileZilla application, but more tools are available if you
locate the file in your computer’s network structure.
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4. Right click on the zipped folder, select your preferred zip application, and click Extract Here.
Your zip application wording may vary, but it should have this functionality.

This reveals the uploadable file within the zipped folder, in this case a 277 file. Once unzipped, the
original zipped folder can be removed or archived.

5. Now the unzipped file can be moved into the 277 folder you created as part of your SCO Billing
folder structure.

You can now proceed with uploading the 277 to SAMS, following the process detailed in the next
section.
Report Files can be used as reference tools as you work on processing response files, are purely
informational, and cannot be uploaded.
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Remittance Advice – 835s

1. Most 835 response files are also presented as zipped folders on the Office Ally side of your
FileZilla screen. Follow the same steps you did to work with the zipped 277 folder:
 Drag from right to left into your ‘To Unzip’ folder
 Navigate to your ‘To Unzip’ folder using your network folder structure
 Right click and unzip folder to the same location (‘Extract Here.’)

835 shown in ‘To Unzip’ folder, after extracting items to same location:

835



Note once again that the actual 835 file has a corresponding Report file with the same ID
number in the filename that can be opened and reviewed.

2. Now move the 835 file to your specified 835 folder, and the Report File to your Report File
folder (or the location of your choice.) You can now proceed with uploading the 835 file to SAMS
as shown in the following section.

Notes on Multiple Files Appearing in the Office Ally Server Outbound Folder
 Often you will see multiple files of various types appearing in the Office Ally Outbound folder
when you view its contents – see example below. As a general rule, any 999, 277, or 835 that
appears there can be uploaded into SAMS. In the near term, it is likely that you will find some
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response files are related to past services that were not claimed through SAMS. You can either
read the corresponding report file to verify, or simply upload the file in question. No harm will
come to SAMS if you upload a file for non-existent SAMS claims – they will simply not be
recognized and SAMS will deny them.
 You will also find that it is easier to upload the files, and then use SAMS to understand the
contents of the response files. SCO claiming systems do not follow the same time cycles that
ASAP SCO claims processing does. So you are likely to see current claims mixed with past claims
in a response file.
 Once uploaded in to SAMS, you can view information more easily on claim status by viewing
individual claims and/or using SAMS reports – as will be explained in the following section.
Multiple files appearing in Office Ally Outbound folder:

Uploading and Managing Claim Files in SAMS
Typical Upload Sequence
In most scenarios, the sequence of uploads in response to a submitted 837 file is as follows:
1. 999
2. 277
3. 835
The most important note about order of file uploads to SAMS is that the 835 should be the last file to be
uploaded, as this results in a status change of the fulfilled claims to ‘paid’ in SAMS.

Upload #1: 999 File
A 999 response file indicates whether or not a submitted claim batch file meets formatting
requirements.
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This example assumes that you have moved the 999 file from the Office Ally server to your SCO
Billing/Incoming 999 folder in FileZilla, as described in the previous section. Note that the related 999,
277, and 835 will have the same ID number in the file name.

1. From the Claims dropdown menu in SAMS, select HIPAA File Upload.

2. Click on Upload HIPAA File from the HIPAA File Upload screen.

3. Locate the 999 file using your computer’s navigation, and click Open.

4. View Successful Upload message. Click OK.
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When the upload is complete, the completion date/time field will be entered. This typically takes
a matter of seconds, but may require a Refresh in order to populate.

5. To view how this upload has affected the claim batch you prepared, go back to the Claims Batch
list view.

6. You may need to refresh the screen to see the Batch status changed, and the Progress field to
reach 100%.

7. Open the claim batch, and then expand the claim folders to view the individual claims.
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 A rejected 999 file may indicate the reason for rejection of the entire submitted file, or it may
require you to consult with the SCO for guidance. A rejection requires the submission of a new
837, once the necessary corrections have been made.

Upload #2: 277 File
A 277 response file indicates whether or not specific claims within a claims batch meet formatting
requirements.
This example assumes that you have moved and unzipped the 277 file from the Office Ally server to your
SCO Billing/Incoming 277 folder in FileZilla, as described in the previous section. Note that the related
999, 277, and 835 will have the same ID number in the file name.
Follow the same process that you did for the 999 to upload the 277:
1. Click Upload HIPAA File from Claims dropdown
2. Locate and select the 277 file from your Incoming 277 folder, and click Open.
3. View the successful upload message.
Again, you may need to refresh the HIPAA upload screen to see the 277 Completion Date/Time field
populated.

Viewing the batch on the Claim Batch list screen, you can see that the batch status has once again
changed:
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Get a closer look at the claim status by opening the claim batch and clicking on one of the individual
claims.

This opens a window with detailed claim information, consumer information, and service details. Near
the bottom of the page, under Status Response, you will see a more detailed description of the claim
status.

Upload #3: 835 File
 Reminder: Detailed instructions for handling many different post-upload claim scenarios are
available in Mediware’s SAMS Claims User Guide on the Mediware Portal page.
An 835 response file is also called the Payment Remittance Advice. This file tells you what claims have
been approved for payment, and which have not – and why. 835s take longer for SCOs to process, so
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 Note that the related 999, 277, and 835 will have the same ID number in the file name as
displayed in Office Ally.
This example assumes that you have:



Moved and unzipped the 835 file from the Office Ally server to your SCO Billing/Incoming 835
folder in FileZilla, as described in the previous section.
Uploaded the 835 in the same manner you did the other uploads, using the HIPAA File Upload
feature.

Once the 835 has been uploaded, go the Claims Batch list view. In this example the claim batch is in
Partially Paid status. This means that some individual claims in the batch were paid and some were
denied.

Open the batch to see the details for the individual claims. You can plainly see which claims were paid
and which ones denied.

View claim details by clicking on the claim folder icon. This displays a variety of information about the
claim. Note that you can access the SAMS service delivery associated with the claim, if needed to correct
the data for resubmission.
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To learn more about the reasons for the denial, click on Show/Hide Detail from the Remittance
Information section:

In this case, the SCO could not confirm that this consumer is enrolled as their SCO member.

 Once the issue is resolved, you can simply create a new batch for the time period in question
and the denied (and corrected) claim will be pulled into the new batch you create.
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Voiding a Claim
[the text below has been excerpted from the SAMS Claims User Guide]
Paid claims occasionally need to be voided or reversed. Common reasons for this include an original
claim that was paid in error (e.g., consumer was deceased or incorrect consumer was billed), incorrect
billing (e.g., unit cost or units rendered were incorrect), or retroactive rate changes.
Voiding is a multi-step process. You must initiate the void and then submit that request to the payer by
including the void in a claim batch. Once they accept the void via 835, then the associated service
delivery will be unlocked and available to be adjusted and rebilled. The steps below guide you through
the entire process.OTE





Only paid claims can be voided.
Denied, rejected, and reversed claims can be resubmitted (rebilled).
Claims without a terminal remittance status (paid, reversed, rejected, or
denied) cannot be acted on.

1. Navigate to the appropriate claim from the associated service delivery record, the claim search, or
from within the claim batch.
2. Open the claim.
3. Click Void Claim. The system will display two messages. The first confirms the claim that is being
voided and the second indicates that the claim status will be changed to Void Initiated. Click ok to close
each message.
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4. The Claim Detail Screen will be updated with the new status and a new section, Void Information, will
be visible.

5. The voided claim will automatically be included in the next batch created using the same
configuration and agency as the original claim. You can then generate a claim batch in the normal
manner, using the same information found in the original claim.
 For further details on the void process, consult the SAMS Claims User Guide, page 51 PostRemittance Special Actions.

Support Resources
As mentioned, the SAMS Claims User Guide is a very detailed source of information that covers all
aspects of working with claims in SAMS.
Additionally, the SCO Standardized Billing Support blog contains information relevant to the entire new
billing process. http://sco-standardized-billing.800ageinfo.com/ Those resources include the ASAP
Preparation Guide, a one-page fact sheet, and past presentations.
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During the project implementation phase, support issues can be sent to andy.grigorov@state.ma.us
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Appendix A: Glossary of Common Terms
File Types
837
999
277
835

Claim batch file generated in SAMS, based on service deliveries
Payer response file – validates format of 837 file
Payer response file – validates 837 claim format
Payment Remittance Advice issued by Payer

Organization Types – Language used in claim files
Submitting Provider
ASAP
Billing Provider
ASAP
Rendering Provider
Contracted Service Provider
Payer
SCO
Acronyms
ERA
EFT
EPS
EDI
EOB
General
Office Ally
SFTP

Electronic Remittance Advice (aka 835)
Electronic Funds Transfer
Electronic Payments & Statements
Electronic Data Interchange
Explanation of Benefits

Free claims clearinghouse web service ASAPs will use for all SCO
billing
Secure File Transfer Protocol – method ASAPs will use to transmit
claims and retrieve responses for SCO billing

